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Abstract. - The équivalence problems for polyadic recursive program schemes (interpreted over
continuous algebras) and DPDA's are known to be interreducible. S ever al proofs have been given
by Courcelle [3, 4, 5] and Galliër [10]. However, the decidability of either problem is still open. On
the other hand, the équivalence problem is known to be decidable for various subclasses of the
class ofDPDA's [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25].
In this paper, various classes of recursive program schemes which correspond to the subclasses
of realtime strict DPDA's [15, 17] and finite turn DPDA's [11, 15] via the constructions used in
[3, 4, 5, 10] are defined and studied. The équivalence problem for some of these new classes of
program schemes is shown to be decidable.
Résumé. - Le problème de l'équivalence des schémas de programmes récursifs polyadiques
(interprétés dans des algèbres continues) et le problème de l'équivalence des DPDA sont interréductibles. Les preuves ont été données par Courcelle [3, 4, 5] et Galliër [10]. Mais la décidabilité reste
un problème ouvert. Par contre le problème de l'équivalence est decidable pour différentes classes
de DPDAs (Valiant, Oyamaguchi [20-25]).
Cet article étudie les classes de schémas de programmes récursifs qui correspondent aux DPDA
dits « realtime strict » et « finite-turm », par les constructions de Courcelle et Galliër [3, 4, 5, 10].
Pour ces classes de schémas de programmes l'équivalence est decidable.

0. INTRODUCTION

Equivalence problems for certain classes of context-free grammars, deterministic pushdown automata (for short, DPDA's), program schemes, stringand-tree-transducers, have been investigated quite extensively (from a vast
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literature, we only cite [1, 4, 6, 9, 10, 20 to 25]). In particular, the équivalence
problem for DPDA's remains open, although a number of special subcases
have been shown to be decidable (Valiant [24, 25], Oyamaguchi et al [20 to
23]). The équivalence problem for recursive program schemes (abbreviated
as RPS's) with respect to the class of all interprétations (all continuous
algebras over a certain signature) has been shown to be interreducible with
the équivalence problem for deterministic pushdown automata. This interreducibility has been established by means of several constructions (Courcelle [3, 4], Galliër [10]) associating a DPDA with a recursive program scheme
and vice-versa.
The motivation for such a research is usually not the practical use of the
results for at least three reasons. Firstly, a decidability result is often useless
because it solves a problem whose scope is too restricted to be practically
useful. For instance, this is the case for the décision procedure for the
équivalence problem of LL(k) grammars. Similarly, the strong équivalence
of program schemes is usually considered much too restrictive to be of any
practical use. If one wants to use program schemes for expressing program
transformations, one must introducé classes of interprétations and consider
the équivalence of program schemes modulo such classes (see [14]). Secondly,
most interesting properties are undecidable (in particular for program schemes). Thirdly most known décision procedures for the above problems are
of super-exponential complexity (in particular [1, 23, 25]), and thus, not
practically usable. However, the motivations for such investigations exist and
are twofold:
(1) To draw the boundary between decidable and undecidable problems;
(2) To increase our understanding of the deep properties of these objects
(grammars, automata, program schemes,...), since a decidability result almost
always rests upon some combinatorial property of these objects.
For example, the decidability of realtime strict DPDA's is based on a
finiteness property which is not valid for arbitrary DPDA's.
In the same spirit, interreduciblity results for open problems are interesting,
because they usually establish a structural similarity between objects of
various types. Such constructions remain interesting, even if these problems
are found to be decidable or undecidable later.
This paper is devoted to a careful study of such constructions relating
recursive program schemes and DPDA's. More precisely, the goals of this
paper are:
1. to apply known decidability results together with the constructions of
Courcelle and Galliër to détermine classes of program schemes for which the
équivalence problem is decidable,
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2. to compare these constructions.
It is hoped that these investigations might yield alternative proofs for the
known decidable cases. However, this topic is left for further research.
Galliër [10] has shown that the équivalence problem for monadic recursive
program schemes reduces to the équivalence problem for stateless DPDA's,
shown to be decidable by Oyamaguchi and Honda [20], and extending a
resuit of Courcelle and Vuillemin [6].
In this paper, the class of realtime strict DPDA's [15 to 18] and finite turn
DPDA's [11, 15] are considered and corresponding classes of program schemes are exhibited.
The following classes of recursive program schemes are defined:
0& = class of balanced schemes,
? = class of extended balanced schemes,
f = class of e-limited schemes,
V = class of extended £-limited schemes,
= class of finite-turn schemes,
= class of ordered schemes,
= class of ultralinear schemes.
Given a class # of DPDA's or RPS's, we dénote by EQ (fé) the corresponding équivalence problem and the many-one reducibility relation is denoted
by :g. If 01o stands for the class of realtime strict DPDA's, 01 for the class
of realtime DPDA's accepting by final state and SF<F for the class of finite
turn DPDA's, our results can be summarized as follows:
EQ (@0)
EQ (@)^EQ (S@)^EQ

(£08')^EQ

(9t\

= Q9ly EQ
EQ
Hence, any "direct" proof of the decidability of EQ (J*) would yield another
proof of £<2(^ 0 ), hopefully simpler than that of Omayaguchi et al [21]
(such direct proofs exist in certain cases, see Courcelle and Vuillemin [6],
Courcelle [7], or Caucal [2]). Similarly, a "direct" proof of the decidability of
EQ (^ZTSf) would yield another proof of EQ (#'^"), perhaps simpler than
that of Valiant [25] and Beeri [1].
The paper is organized as follows. Définitions and results concerning
DPDA's and strict deterministic grammars (Harrison and Havel [16, 17,
vol. 21, n° 3, 1987
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18]) are recalled in section 1. Those concerning RPS's together with the
constructions of Courcelle [3, 4] and Galliër [10] are informally recalled in
section 2. Section 3 deals with the class of program schemes associated with
realtime strict DPDA's [15, 17] and section 4 with the class corresponding to
finite-turn DPDA's (Ginsburg and Spanier [11], Harrison [15]).

1. DPDA's AND STRICT DETERMINISTIC GRAMMARS

This section gathers some basic définitions and results about DPDA's and
strict deterministic grammars.
1.1. Deterministic Pushdown Automata

A deterministic pushdown automaton, for short a DPDA, is a 6-tuple

where
K is a finite set of states,
X is a finite alphabet,
q0 e K is a designated state called the initial state,
F ç X i s a subset of final states,
5 is a partial function called the transition function with
5:

Kx(XV{e})xT-+Kxr*

(with e denoting the empty string),
F is a finite alphabet of pushdown store symbols,
ZoeT is a designated symbol called the bottom of stack marker and 8
satisfies the determinism condition
(D) : For every (p, Z)eKxT, if 8(p, e, Z) is defined then, for every aeX,
8 (p, a, Z) is not defined.
An instantaneous description, for short an ID, is a triple
(p9 w, P)eKxX*xr*.
An initial ID is any ID of the form (q0, w, Zo), where q0 is the initial state,
Z o the initial stack configuration and w is any input string. The yield or
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compute relation h between ID's is defined as follows:
(p, aw9 Zoc)h(g, w, Pa),
where aeX(J {e}, ZGT, a, P G F*, w G X*, p, qsKiï
(1) either a^e and 8{p, a, Z) = (q, P), or

and only if

(2) a = eandôfoe,Z) = teP).
Moves of type (2) are called e-moves. As usual, h* is the reflexive and
transitive closure of h and h+ is its transitive closure.
For any two ID's ID1 and /D 2 , if ID1 \-+ ID2, we say that there is a
computation from 7DX to ID2. Without loss of generality, we can assume that
the symbol Z o stays at the bottom of the stack during a computation, except
possibly at the end. Hence, the following conditions will be assumed: For all
(i) 5(/>, a, Z 0 ) = fe PZ O ) or (q9 e), with p G ( F - {Z o })*.
(ii) For any Z^Z0, &(p, a, Z) = (q, P), with P G ( F - {Z o })*.
Given a DPDA D, the following three modes of acceptance are defined.

N(D)={weX*\3qeK,

(q0, w, Z0)b*(q, e, e)},

T(D)= {weX*\3 f e F, 3peT*, (q0, w, Z 0 )h*(/, e, p)},
L(D)=

{WGX*|3

ƒ

G

F, öo, w, Z o ) ^ * a ^ ^ ) } .

iV(D) corresponds to acceptance by empty store, T(D) to acceptance by
final state and L(D) to acceptance by final state and empty store.
A language L is a deterministic context-free language if L = T(D) for some
DPDAD. In this paper, we are mostly interested in the class of prefixfree deterministic context-free languages PFDet = {N(D)\D is a DPDA}.
Languages in PFDet are prefix-free, that is, for w, veX*, if w, uveL then
t; = e.
A DPDA is realtime if for all (/?, Z ) e K x F , S(p, e, Z) is undefined. A
DPDA is k-limited if, for all p, qeK, a, P G F * , (/?, e, a) hM (g, e, p) implies
n^/c. In other words, there is a uniform bound k on the number of consécutive e-moves. A DPDA is e-limited (or quasi-realtime) if it is /c-limited for
some /c^O. It is well known that every e-limited DPDA is equivalent to a
realtime DPDA (Harrison [15], Theorem 11.7.3).
Given an ID (q, w, Z P), its mode is the pair (q, Z). An ID (q, v, P) is
reachable if (q0, uv, Z0)\-*(q, v, P) for some string u. A mode (q, Z) is
reachable if some ID of the form (g, v, Z P) is reachable. An ID (/?, u, P) is
live if there exists v'eX* (not necessarily equal to v), such that (/?, t;', P)h*
vol. 21, n° 3, 1987
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(q, e, e) for some q e K. A DPDA is faithful if every reachable ID is live. The
following lemma is shown in Courcelle [4].
LEMMA 1.1 :Given a DPD A D, one can construct a faithful DPD A D' such
that N(D) = N(D'). •

1.2. Jump DPDA's
Let E:2xxX*^>X*
weX*,

be the partial function such that, for Tç X and

(vifw = uav for some a e T, w e (X— T)* and v e X*,
(
undeflned otherwise, i. e. if w e (X— 7)*.
Intuitively, i; is obtained by erasing w from left to right, up to and including
the first occurence of some element in T. If T= {a}, E (a, w) stands for
E(T, w).
A Jump-DPDA is a tuple D = (K, X, 5, g0, F, Zo), where K, X, 8, g0, F,
Z o are as for DPDA's but ô is a partial function
Ô: Kx(X{j{e})xT^(Kxr*)\J(Kx

{E} x 2r)

satisfying the determinism condition (D) (E is a special symbol which means
"erase").
The compute relation for jump-DPDA's is defined as follows: For/?, qeK,
*, a e I U { e } , oc, PeT*, ZeT,
(/?, au, Z a) h ((?, M, y)
if and only if either

8(p, a, Z) = fe p)

and

y=pa,

or

>, a, Z) = te £, T)

and

y = F(T, Za).

In the latter case, a top segment of the pushdown store is erased in a
"jump move".
The languages N(D\ T(D) and L(D) are defined as for DPDA's. A jumpDPDA is realtime if 6{p, e, Z) is undefined for all p and Z. A jump-DPDA
has simple jumps if
ô (/?, a, Z) = (4, F, T) implies that Card (T) = 1.
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The following Theorem proved in Courcelle [3] shows the importance of
jump-DPDA's.
THEOREM 1.2: A language L is in PFDet if and only if L = N(D) for some
one state, realtime jump-DPDA D with simple jumps. •

1.3. DPDA's in atomic form
In subséquent sections, DPDA's having a special structure will be constructed and it is convenient to introducé the following special notation. Details
can be found in Galliër [10]. For such DPDA's, T <^K\J{Z0)
and there
are four kinds of moves:
(1) Read moves
rend a

p

*q,

for

S(p,a,Z) = (q,Z),

ZeF.

(2) Push moves
push

P

>q,

for 8(p9e,Z) = (q,pZ)9

ZeT.

(3) Pop moves
popq

P

• r>

r

ç/

for

5 (P> e, q) = (r, e).

\

/

\

(4) Change state moves
p^>q,

for

8{p9 e, Z) = (q, Z),

ZeT.

Note that push moves, pop moves and change state moves are all e-moves,
and that read moves, push moves and change state moves are independent of
the top of stack symbol. We say that such DPDA's are in atomic form.
1.4. Strict and complete deterministic grammars
The concepts of a 7i-strict deterministic grammar and of a Tt-complete
deterministic grammar were introduced in Courcelle [4] and are refinements
of the strict deterministic grammars of Harrison and Ha vel [16, 17, 18].
Let G = (N, X, P9 S) be a context-free grammar with V = X{J N(N is the
set of nonterminals, X the set of terminals). Let n be a partition of V. For
any Y, ZeV, Y=Z mod(n), for short Y=Z, if and only if Y and Z are in a
same block of n. We also say that Y and Z are (n)-equivalent.
vol. 21, n° 3, 1987
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A partition n of V is strict for G if:
PO: Each block of n is contained in X or N.
PI: For ail A, BeN, ail a, p, p'e V*, if A==B, A -• ap and B -» ap' are in
F, then either
p = p' = e

and

A = B,

or
p^e,

pVe

and

FIRST(P) = F/RST(P').

[F/KST is the function such that FIRST(e) = e and FIRST {au) = a\
A strict partition TU is n-complete if:
P2: For

ail AeN,

7, Z e F

and

a, P G F * , if ,4 -

a Yp is in F and

Y=Z

then, there is some A' -• a Z P' in F such that A = A'.
A grammar G with partition TE is n-strict deterministic, for short TC-SD, if TT
is strict and it is n-complete deterministic, for short TC-CD, if n is strict and
complete. A grammar is strict deterministic (resp. complete deterministic) if it
is Ti-SD (resp. TC-CD) for some partition n of V.
Note that Harrison and Havel [16, 17, 18] consider grammars only with
strict partitions n such that X itself is a block of n. Let us finally recall the
concepts of a 7i-strict and a Tc-complete language.
Let X be a finite alphabet and 71 a partition of X A language L ç= X* is
n-strict if:
(1) L is prefix-free
(2) For ail w, u, weX*, a, b e l , if wai; and ubweL, then a = 6.
L is n-complete if it is 7i-strict and:
(3) For all u, r e l * , a, beX such that uaveL and a = fc, there exists some
w G X* such that wbw G L.
The following Theorem whose proof can be found in Courcelle [4,
Theorem 3.20] will also be needed (for a définition of the canonical grammar
GD, see Harrison [15]).
THEOREM 1.3: Given a faithful DPDA D and a partition n such that N(D)
is n-complete, the reduced canonical grammar GD associated with D is %'complete deterministic for some partition n'. •

2. RECURSIVE PROGRAM SCHEMES

The theory of infinité trees and recursive program schemes will not be
reviewed in depth. The reader is advised to consult one of [4, 5, 7, 10, 12,
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14] for details. The constructions in [3, 4, 5, 10] will be reviewed informally.
The notation is essentially the one used in [7] and it is reviewed in this
section.
2.1. Trees and recursive program schemes
Let F be a ranked alphabet of function symbols, where each symbol f G F
has an arity r ( / ) ^ 0 . Let V= {vl9 v2, • . • } be a countable set of nullary
symbols, called variables, and, for each fc^O, let Vk= {vl9 . . .,vk}. The set
of finite well-formed terms (or finite trees) built from F and V is denoted by
T(F, V). The set of infinité trees built from F and V is denoted by
CT(F, V) [7, 10, 12]. In this paper, it is convenient to define infinité trees
using the concept of a tree domain due to Gorn [13].
Tree domains
Let co dénote the set of nonnegative integers.
A tree domain D is a nonempty subset of (co— {0})* such that:
(1) For all w, i;e(co— {0})*, if uveD, then u is also in D.
(2) For all u e ( c o - {0})*, all ï > 0 , if uieD, then ujeD, for all;, l ^ j ^ i .
An F-tree, for short a tree, is a function t: D -> F from a tree domain D
such that, for every u e D, if n = Card ( {i \ ui e D } ) then r (t (w)) = n. The domain
of a tree t is denoted by dom (t) and the éléments in dom (t) are called tree
addresses or nodes. We let CT±(F, V) dénote CT(F U { - L } , V), where 1 is
a new constant symbol that is the least element of CT±(F, V).
Given two trees r1? t 2 and a tree address uedom (YJ, the result of replacing
the subtree at u in tx with t 2 i s denoted by ^ [w <-12]. Also, given a tree
feCTj_(F, Fk) and a fc-tuple (r1? . . .,r k ) of trees in CT±(F, Vn\ the result of
simultaneously substituting tt for ^ ( l ^ i ^ / c ) in t is denoted by
t[tl/vl9 . . ., tk/vk] (or by £ [tl9 . . ., tk] when the list vl9 . . ., vk is known from
the context).
A recursive program scheme (for short an RPS) is a pair S = (£, x) consisting
of:
(i) An algebraic System S = < cpf (ul5 . . ., i;n.) = oc£ ; 1 ^ i ^ N ), where each af
is a (finite) tree in T ( F U ^ ^nf) (with no occurrence of 1).
(ii) A finite tree TeT(F{J<&, V), where O = {cp1? . . ., cp^} is a set of
function variables (or nonterminals) and nf = r((pf),
l^i^N.
The System S has a least solution in CTL(F, Vni)x . . . x C T J F , FnN),
which is denoted as (a^, . . ., o$). By substituting oef for cpf in x, one obtains
the (usually infinité) tree xv which represents all possible computations of S
vol. 21, n° 3, 1987
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in all interprétations. More precisely,

with the notation of Courcelle [4, 5]. This tree is also denoted by S v .
Recall that two RPS's S and S' are (strongly) equivalent, that is, define the
same function in all interprétations, if and only if SV = S/V. Hence, we shall
be interested in deciding this equality.
Note that the class of schemes under investigation is not the class of
monadic recursion schemes studied in Friedman [9], whose équivalence problem has also be shown interreducible with EQ(DPDA) in [9]. For this
second class, the conditional operator if then else has a fixed (natural)
interprétation, whereas in our class of schemes, it is treated as an ordinary
ternary function symbol whose interprétation may be any continuous function. Hence the équivalence relation on these (syntactically similar) program
schemes is different.
A system E = < <pf (vl9 . . ., vni) = af ; 1 ^ i ^ N > is trim if the following conditions are satisfied for all i, 1 ^ i ^ N:
(1) af e CT(F, F), that is, aj has no occurrences of _L
(2) each variable vp 1 ^j^nt,

has some occurrence in af

(3) af is either in T(O, F), or it is of the form f(tl9 . . .,tk) for some ƒ of
arity k in F and some tu . . ., tke T(O, F).
A program scheme S = (E, T) is trim if E is. It is shown in Courcelle [7]
that for every program scheme S = (E, x) such that xv has no occurrence of _l_,
one can construct an equivalent trim scheme S'. Actually, one can construct a
program scheme S' which is trim and in Greibach normal form, that is, such
that each ocf is rooted with a function symbol in F. However, this stronger
result will not be needed. We also say that a system E is weakly trim if
condition (3) is not required.
A system E as above can also be considered as a term rewriting system
{<Pi(vu . . .,!?„.)-• a f | l ^ ï ^ N } . In this case, we use the notations => and
i

=>* for the associated binary relations on T(F{J O, V).
s
The constructions of Courcelle and Galliër [4, 5, 10] are used to investigate
infinité trees by means of languages. In this paper, only the branch language
of [5] will be used and not the address language of [10]. We shall sometimes
impose a further restriction on our Systems, namely:
(2.1.1)

!•(ƒ), r(q>)^l,

forall

ƒ GF,
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It has been shown in [5, Prop. 5.11] that the équivalence problem for
arbitrary RPS's reduces to the équivalence problem for RPS's satisfying
(2.1.1).
With every ranked alphabet F (or <$) satisfying (2.1.1), one associâtes the
new alphabet
F={fi\feF, \^iSr(f)}.
The branch language Brch(t) of a tree teCT(F,
as follows. If teCT{F, V), then
Brch(t)={t(ii)ilt(i1i2)i2

F) is a subset of F* V defined

. . . t(i±i2 . . . ^ - i X - ^ ^ O i ^ • • • U |
ixi2 . . . inedom(t)9 n^ 1, t(i1 i2 . . . i„)e V}.

Note that only tree adresses il i2 . . . inedom (t) ending in a leafnode (labeled
with a variable) are considered. For this reason, the language Brch(t) does
not "represent" the entire tree t if t has some subtree with no leaf. However,
if t is locally finite, that is, if every node belongs to some finite branch going
from the root to some leaf, then Brch(t) characterizes t completely. Indeed,
for any two locally finite trees t and t',
t = t'

if and only if

Brch ( t) = Brch (f).

For example, if t is the infinité tree
* = ƒ 0i> g (Pn S (V2> g Q>2> • • • )))>
then
Brch(t)= {fiVl9

f2g1v29

f2g2giv2>

f2gigig\v»

•••}

The infinité tree associated with a trim RPSS satisfying (2.1.1) is always
locally finite, hence the équivalence for two RPS's S and S' reduces to the^
equality of the branch languages Brch(Sw) and Brch(S'y).
We now review the different ways of defining branch languages by contextfree grammars or automata.
2.2. Branch languages and strict deterministic grammars
The first technique used to define branch languages [4, 5] is to construct a
strict deterministic grammar Gram(S) for a given RPSS = (Z, T).
vol. 21, n° 3, 1987
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Let S = <cp(!71, . . ., i;r(9)) = a9; (pG<D> and xeT(O, Ffc). We let Gram(S)
be the context-free grammar with
the set F U Vk of terminal symbols,
the set Ö U {x0} of nonterminal symbols,
the following set of production rules:
x0 -• M, for all u e Brch (x)
(Pf-^M, for all cpjGÖ, all M G ( F U $ ) * , such that
uv^Brch^^.
This grammar is 7i-complete deterministic for the partition

where [ƒ] dénotes {fl9 . . ., / r ( / ) } , for all ƒ Ê F U O. Hence it is strict deterministic and Brch (Sv) = L (Gram (S)) is a deterministic context-free language.
Example 2 . 2 . 1 : Let S = (Z, x) be the following RPS:
x = cp(t;1, \ | / ( Ü 2 ) )

^ 2 ) = / ^ ! , cp(t;2,

Gram (S) is the following grammar with axiom x0 (using the abbreviation
A ->• aj I . . . I oc„ for grouping productions A -• a1? . . ., A —> an with the same
lefthand side A):

/i I ƒ2 9 2 9 i ^ i
/ 2 9 l I / 2 92 92

2.3. Construction of the reduced DPDA associated with a RPS
The second technique for defining Brch(Sw) is to construct a DPDA
denoted as DPDA (S), using a variant of the construction used in Galliër [10]
adapted to branch languages.
2.3.1. Construction of the DPDA associated with a RPS
The basic idea of the construction of DPDA (5) is to mimic the implementation of recursive calls using a pushdown store. Let S = (Z, x) be a weakly
trim recursion scheme, where S consists of N recursive définitions 9,(1^, . . .,
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vmi) = Qii. The construction uses the trees oc1? . . ., aN, x as finite automata, as
long as the current tree address is not labeled with a nonterminal or a
variable. Reaching a node u labeled with a nonterminal cpm in tree ock, the
"function" (pm is called and a jump to the root of ocm is made, the "return
address" (w, k) being saved on top of the stack. Upon completion of a
"function call", that is when a leaf labeled vt is reached, we "jump back" to
the ï-th successor of the node from where the call originated, this address
being currently on top of the stack and now being popped.
Formally, DPDA(S) is constructed as follows. To simplify the notation,
let us assume that x is also named by oc0 and that <p0(üi? - • ••> vnç) = T' ^
state is either a pair of the form (u, i), where i is the index of a tree af,
0 ^ i: ^ AT, and u is a tree-address in af, or accepta or sto/?. The initial state
is (e, 0), the bottom of stack symbol is 0, and the other stack symbols are all
"push states", that is, states of the form (u, fc), where oik(u) is a nonterminal.
(1) read moves: For each fc, 0 ^ fc ^ AT, for each tree address uedom(oik)
such that ocfc(w)=/ e F (base functions), for each i s.t. uiedom(aLk)9 we have:
read ƒ £

(u, k) —

(ui, fe).

(2) push moves: For each fc, 0 ^ fc ^ AT, tree address uedom(ak)
0Cfc (M) G O, say ocfc (w) = cpf, we have:

such that

(3) /?o/7 moves: For each i, 0 ^ i ^ AT, each tree address i;edom(ocf) such
that at(ï;) is a variable, say ai(v) = vp from state (i>, f), for every (w, fe) such
that ock (M) = (pf, there is a transition:
POP (M, k)

.

(t?, 0 — • (ti/, fe).
For each variable t;^, for every state of the form (ui, 0) such that x(ui) is
the variable vp there are transitions
/ . ^x P°P °

(ui, 0)

• acceptj

and
read vj

cceptj
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The following examples illustrate the above construction. Since the schemes
below consist of a single définition and T = <p(xl5 x2) in Example 2 . 3 . 1 ,
x = cp(x1) in Example 2.3.2, there is no need for states corresponding to x
and we have simplified the construction by denoting the states by their tree
address component u rather than the pair (w, ï) since i= 1.
Example 2 . 3 . 1 . Let S1 be the RPS:

The DPDAD X accepting the language Brch(S\) by final state and empty
store is shown in Figure 1. Note that input (f2fi)nfi
v1 causes the DPDA
to enter a séquence of n pop moves.

P 2

Figure

ïxample 2.3.2: Let S2 be the RPS shown below:
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The DPDA D2 accepting the language Brch(S^) by final state and empty
store is shown in Figure 2. Note that the DPDAD2 enters a séquence of n
pop moves on input (f2fi)nfi vv However, in the second example, note that
the push moves in state 21 can be replaced by change state moves. Hence,
D2 can be transformed to the following equivalent e-limited DPDA shown
in Figure 3.

pop 21

Figure 2

Instead of making a redundant push in state 21, control is passed directly
to the entry of the function involved by performing a change state move
from state 21 to state e, and state 211 and the transitions to and from it are
eliminated. As we shall see later, it is not possible to construct an e-limited
DPDA equivalent to Dv However, the two previous examples illustrate the
fact that our present construction performs redundant push moves for addresses corresponding to "tail-recursion". We will say than an occurrence u of a
nonterminal (p in the right-hand side of a définition is a tail-recursion if the
sub tree rooted at u is of the form (p(vtl, . . ., vtj where m = r((p), the arity
of cp. Note that redundant push moves corresponding to tail-recursions can
also introducé unbounded séquences of pop moves. It is possible to eliminate
these redundant push and pop moves by handling tail-recursion occurrences
more carefully.
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Figure 3

The construction below is a modification of our previous construction, and
tail-recursion calls are handled using transfers instead of push moves. The
resulting DPDA will be called the reduced DPDA associated with S and will
be denoted as RDPDA(S). Bef ore giving the construction of RDPDA(S),
note the following fact which is the key to the construction.
If cp. = CL. and (py = oij are définitions with tail-recursion occurrences
in

and
in

where m = r(cpi), n = r (cp7), /> = r(cpk) and r| and 0 are functions
r|:

{1, . . ., n}->{l, . . ., m}

0:

{1, . . . , / > } - > { l , . . . , n } ,

and

then we have cpf => + t, where t has the subtree

as a tail-recursion occurrence. Hence the indices of the variables in the tailrecursion occurrence cpfc in this last tree are given by the function
GOTI:

{1, . . . , / > } - * { 1 ,

...,m}.
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(Note that composition of functions is denoted from left to right, as in the
diagrammatic order). It is also necessary to encode in the states when a non
tail-recursion call is made. The full construction is now given.
2.3.2. Construction of the Reduced DPDA

RDPDA(S)

Let S = (Z, x) be a scheme with Z of the form:

and assume that X is weakly trim. To simplify the notation, let us assume
that T is also named by a 0 and that <po(vl9 . . ., vno) = x.
A state is either a quadruple of the form (u, h, rj, i), or accepti9 or stop,
where i is the index of a tree af, 0 ^ i ^ AT, w is a tree-address in af, h is the
index of an ancestor of i in a séquence of calls, and rj is a function, either
the identity Im: {1, . . . ,m} -• {1, . . ., m}, or a function r|:{l, . . . , « }
-^ {1, . . ., m}, with n = r (cpj), and m = r (q>h) [note that r| (fc) is not necessarily
equal to vik].
The initial state is (e, 0, / r ((po), 0), the bottom of stack symbol is 0, and the
other stack symbols are all "push states", that is, states of the form
(M, h, r|, k), where ocfc(u) is a nonterminal of positive arity and the subtree at
u is not a tail-recursion.
(1) read moves: For each k, 0 ^ k ^ AT, for each tree address uEdom(aLk)
such that ak(u)=feF
(base functions), for each h, 0 S h ^ N, for each i s.t.
uiedom(ak), we have:
read ƒf

(u, /z, r|, k)

• (ui, h, r\, k)

Note that for a trim scheme, u = e.
(2) /?us/i moves: For each k, 0 ^ k g AT, tree address uedom(ak)
ak(u)e<D, say ock(w) = cpt- and ^(cp^/?, we have:
(i) If the subtree at u is not a tail-recursion then we have:
push

(M,

(e must have p > 0).
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(ii) The subtree at M is a tail-recursion occurrence q>i(vB(l)9
where/? = r((pf). Assume that
0:

{1,...,/>}->{l,

...,n}

and

r\:

{1, . . ., n}-»{l, . . ., m},

where/7 = r((pf), n = r(cpfc), m = r((ph). Then, we have a "change state" move:
(u, h, Ti, fc)-•(<?, fc, 6 « Ti, 0
(3) pop moves: For each i, 0 ^ i: ^ AT, each tree address vGdom(oii) such
that af(t;) is a variable, say a,, (u) = i>7-, from state (u, m, 0, f)> for every
(w, /i, r|, fe) such that ock (w) = (pm and the occurrence of (pm at M in ocfc is not a
tail-recursion, then there is a transition:

For each variable fy, for every state of the form (ui, 0, r|, 0) such that T(MÏ)
is a variable and r) (0 =ƒ, there are transitions
pop O

(ui, 0, T], 0)

> acceptj

and

acceptj

(The bottom of stack symbol is 0).

• stop

•

Example 2 . 3 . 3 : The reduced DPDA accepting Brch(S\) by final state and
empty store is shown in Figure 4. Since the scheme has a single définition
and x = (p(x1, x 2 ), there is no need for states for x and for simplicity, states
are denoted by pairs (u, r\) rather than quadruples (w, h, r\, i) since h = i=l.
Furthermore, r| is omitted when it is the identity. Note that input
(fi f2 fiT fi vi still causes n consécutive pop moves.
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accept 2

pop 2

Figure 4

The above construction is now briefly justifiée.
Let us recall from Courcelle [7] that if (E, x) is a scheme such that
x v eCT(F, F), then xv is the unique tree T in CT(F, V) such that for every
WG(CO —{0})*, T(w) = x e F U V iff there exists some finite tree t such that,
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t(w) = x, and t(w')eF\J V for every prefix w' of w. It is also known
z
that for every dérivation x =>* f, there is an O/ dérivation x =>* £ (Nivat [19]).
T=>*£,

z

oi

In order to state the following lemma, some définitions are needed. If
F={fi | ƒ e F, 1 ^ Î £ r ( / ) } U {a | a e F , r(a) = 0},
let label (f) = ƒ and /?at/z (ƒ•) = Ï, with /abe/ (a) = a and /?at/i (a) = e for a
constant a. The homomorphic extension of path to F* is also denoted by
path. Then, the correct behaviour of RDPDA(S) is justified by the following
lemma.
LEMMA

2 . 3 . 1 :Given a weakly trim RPSS = (L, x), for every computation

((e, 0, ƒ, 0), Mi7, 0)h*((x, h, il, fc), Ü, y)
h ((«, m, /, m), », (x, /Î, r|, k)y) h® ( 0 , m, 9, /), e, (x, fc, il, h)y)

with yeO*, ocfc(x) = (pm and oii(y) = vj9 and where the stack has (x, /z, r|, k)y
as a prefix during the subcomputation (x), there is a dérivation
x

^*
z

z

for some tree (3, and the subtree at path(v) in 8(fl5 . . ., tn) is t 0O) and, for
every prefix w a of uv, where a G F, T(path (w)) = label (G).
The proof is obtained as a simple modification of Lemma 3.3 in Galliër [10]. D
2.3.2: For any trim scheme S satisfying (2.1.1), RDPDA(S)
accepts the language Brch (Sv) by empty store and final state. Furthermore,
RDPDA (S) does not have push or pop moves corresponding to tailrecursion
occurrences. •
COROLLARY

Note that we can obtain a stronger resuit if, instead of considering the
branch language Brch(Sv\ we consider the language PBrch(Sv) which is
defined as follows:
PBrch (5V) = {u G F* U F* V \ u codes any prefix of
any fini te or infinité branch of S v }.
It is no longer necessary to require S v to be locally finite since for every two
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trees t and t' in CT(F, V):
t = t'

if and only if PBrch (t) = PBrch (f).

Note that if S v is locally finite then PBrch (Sv) is the prefix-closure of
Brch(S*). Furthermore, (2.1.1) can be relaxed, but we can not require
acceptance by empty store. It is necessary to add the following moves:
If ^ = r((p.)=0, then we have the change state move:
0,

r\, k) -+ (e, U lp, 0

ZÏ,

We also need read moves
/

i

ix

(u, h, Ti, k)

r e a d

a

> stop

for e ver y constant a, and every uedom (ocfc), 0 ^ k ^ N, with ock(w) = a.
2 . 3 . 3 : The language PBrch (<SV) is accepted by final state by
RDPDA (S) with all states final. •
COROLLARY

2.4. Branch languages and context-free tree grammars
The third method for defining Brch(Sv) uses a context-free tree grammar
and was introduced in [3].
Given an RPSS = (E, x), the tree grammar Tgram(S) consists of the
following components:
the terminal alphabet F, each symbol being considered as a monadic
function symbol,
the set of variables Vn, with n = Max {r(<p) | (peO},
the nonterminal alphabet O (with no change in arities),
the axiom x,
the following set P of productions:
(2.4.1) <f(vl9 . . . , ! > r (9>)-> o, i f a e T ( « , K),
(2.4.2) 9(1;^ . . ., vr{<?)) -+ft(tù for î, 1 S i û r(f\ if OL=f(tl9 . . ., t r ( / ) ),
where ƒ G F.
The tree language L(Tgram(S)\
that is, the set of trees teT(F, V) such
that x =>* t, can be identified with a subset of F* F„, since F consists only of
p

monadic symbols. This subset is precisely Brch (Sv). •
The reader is referred to Engelfriet and Schmidt [8] for more details on
context-free tree grammars and to Courcelle [3] for the above construction.
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Let us only recall that 01 (outside-in) dérivations are sufficient to generate

L(Tgram(S)).
The tree grammar Tgram(S) can be converted into a jump-DPDA
JDPDA{S) accepting Brch(S*). The method consists in encoding the trees in
T(F, V) into stack words, so that a dérivation of Tgram (S):
X

=>
OI

M l

(Tl)

=>
OI

U2(X2)

=>
OI

. ..=>
OI

«„_!(!„_!)

=>
OI

Un(Vj%

where ul9 . . ., uneF*, xl5 . . ., x„_! G T(<ï>, Vk), is represented by a computation of JDPDA(S) which recognizes the word u„Uj with successive stack
contents: m, ml9 m29 . .-, mn9 which are the respective encodings of
X, T1?

. . . , !„_!,

Vj.

Example 2 AA: The tree grammar Tgram (S) for the RPS of example
2 . 2 . 1 is given below:
The axiom is (p(i?l5 \|/(^2))

The string/ 2 fig2gi

an

d the rules are:

v2 can be derived as follows:

OI

OI

=> / 2 / l ^2 (^ (^2»
OI

=> f2 fl g2 g'l (V2)- •

OI

Hence, each of the three above methods for defining Brch (5V) shows that
EQ (RPS) ^ EQ (DPDA). We shall use these methods to find classes of RPS's
whose équivalence problem is decidable. In the remainder of this section, the
proof of the réduction EQ (DPDA) ^ EQ (RPS) given by Courcelle [4, 5] is
sketched..
2.5. Reducing EQ (DPDA) to EQ (RPS)
The method consists in constructing for every DPDA A (accepting by
empty store) a RPS5^ = (Z^, 9,4(1^)) such that, for any two DPDA's A and
A\ N(A) = N(A') if and only if SA = SA.. The construction is performed in
several steps.
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STEP 1: Given a DPDAA recognizing a deterministic languageL, one
constructs a faithful DPDA A1 such that L = N(A) = N(A1), using lemma 1.1.
The next step requires the following définitions. For any finite alphabet X,
let

X={(a, s) | fles, 5 g X, s ^ 0 } ,
and let n be the partition of X whose blocks are the sets {(a, s) | a es}, for
all nonempty subsets s g X. To any prefix-free language L over X corresponds
the prefix-free language L over X defined as follows:
L = {(al9 S!)(a2, s2). . .(a„, s„) | ax a2. . .a„eL,
L ^ 0 } for all i, 1 ^ i ^ n}.
Note that for any two prefix-free languages L, L', L = L' iï and only if L = L'.
It is assumed that X is totally ordered. The ranked alphabet
F={s~| s g Z, s 7e 0 } , with r(s) = Card(s\ is defined so that X is in bijection
with F: (a, s) corresponds to that element st such that a is the i-th element
of s in the ordering chosen for X.
It follows from [4] (Prop. 5.10) that for every prefix-free 7i-complete
language L' over X=F, there exists a locally finite tree tv in CT(F, {t^})
such that Brch (tL) = L' vv
2: Given a faithful DPDA A1 accepting L g X*, one can construct a
faithful DPDA A2 accepting L.
For a proof, see [4], Theorem 2.14.
STEP

STEP 3: Given A2 as above such that N(A2) = L9 one constructs the canonical grammar GAr Let T be its axiom. This grammar is n U 7t'-complete
deterministic and {T} is a block of n' (where n' is a partition of the nonterminal
alphabet of GAl).
For a proof, see [4], Theorem 3.20.
STEP 4: Let GAl be as above. Let T be a new nonterminal symbol, let GAl
be G^2 augmentée! with the rule T' -> Tvx and with T as axiom. There exists
a RPS5 = (Z, (pC^i)) with set of base function symbols F such that Gram (S)
is isomorphic to G^2 via the bijection F -• X defined above and some bijection
of the nonterminal alphabets.
For a proof, see [4], Theorem 5.12.
It follows that
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(up to the bijection between F and X).
Let us dénote by SA the RPS (E^, q>A(vx)) obtained from A using the
above construction. Then, for any two DPDA's A and A' (over the same
alphabet X), we have
SA = SA,

if and only if N(A) = N (A'\

establishing the réduction EQ (DPDA) g EQ (RPS). D
It is shown in Galliër [10] that £g(LR(l)-parsers) ^ EQ(RPS), using a
different method. Since every DPDA is equivalent to an LR(l)-parser, an
alternate proof of the above réduction is obtained.

3. RECURSIVE PROGRAM SCHEMES AND REALTIME STRICT DPDA's

The class of realtime strict DPDA's is particularly interesting because it is
decidable whether N(A) = N(B\ where A belongs to the class &0 of realtime
strict deterministic DPDA's (following Valiant's notation [24]) and B is an
arbitrary DPDA (Oyamaguchi, Inagaki and Honda [21]).
The realtime strict deterministic languages have been characterized by
Harrison and Havel [17] as the class of languages generated by the realtime
strict deterministic grammars, that is, the strict deterministic grammars such
that, whenever
,4->aT,

v4/->ocT/p

and

A = A' then $ = e.

The class of RPS's corresponding to realtime strict deterministic grammars
via the construction of Gram (S) of 2.2 is given below. It is assumed that
(2.1.1) holds.
DÉFINITION 3. 1: The subset B(Q>, V) of T(O, V) consisting of balanced trees
is defined as follows: a tree t e T(O, V) is balanced if either t is a variable in
V, o r t = (p(tl9...9tk)

f o r s o m e c p e O of a r i t y k a n d s o m e tl9...,

tkeT(<fr,V)

such that, either all or none of the ti are in V.
An RPS 5=(2, x) is balanced if each définition in Z is of the form
y(vu...,vk)=f(t1,...,tml

with tl9...,tmeB(Q9V)9

and f e F (Note that x is

not necessarily balanced). The class of balanced RPS's is denoted by 0&.
Note that a balanced RPS is in Greibach normal form, and so it is
necessarily proper (Courcelle [4,5]). From the définition of Gram(S) and the
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above, we have:
3. 1: Gram (S) is realtime strict deterministic if and only if S

PROPOSITION

is balanced.
Example

•
3 . 1 : Let S = (E, x) where x = (p(\|/(i; 1 , t;2),tf3) and E is:
9 (i>l9 v2) =f(vl9

v2, <p (\|/ (vl9 vx% q> 0 2 , f?!»
, " i ) , *l> (P29 v2)))

Then Gram (5) is the following grammar with axiom x0:

92
^2 ~^^3

^2

y

Gram (S) générâtes Brch(S ).
CoROLLARY 3.2: It is decidable whether S = S' for any two schemes S, S',
one ofwhich is balanced. •
This is abbreviated by saying that EQ (& : RPS) is decidable, where
EQ if€: %>') dénotes the problem of deciding whether A = B, for any two
classes # and <€' of DPDA's or RPS's, and any Aetf, BeW. We also show
that if a DPDA A is realtime strict, the scheme SA obtained from steps 1-4
of the réduction EQ (DPDA)<^EQ (RPS) given in 2. 5 is a balanced scheme.
STEP 1: If A is realtime, so is Av

Proof: The construction of [4, lemma 1.1] does not introducé e-moves.
STEP 2: If Ax is realtime, so is A2.

Proofi The above remark also applies to the construction of [4],
Theorem 2. 14.
STEP 3: If A2 is realtime, the grammar GAl is realtime strict deterministic
for the partition TC' of its nonterminal alphabet (A2 accepts by empty store).
Proofi Straightforward (see also Harrison and Havel [17], Theorem 2.2).
STEP

4: If GAl is as above then, G'Al is also realtime and 5^ is balanced.

Proofi'. By Proposition 3. 1 above.

•

Hence we have shown the following Theorem.
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THEOREM 3. 3: A scheme S is balanced iff Gram (S) is realtime strict deterministic. If A is a realtime strict deterministic DPDA, then the scheme SA is
balanced. Consequently, the problems EQ (St0 : DPDA) and EQ (& : RPS) are
interreducible and decidable. •

The réduction of EQ(@0:DPDA) to EQ(@:RPS) provided by the above
construction might yield an alternate proof of the decidability of
EQ (3tQ : DPDA) if a direct proof of the decidability of EQ {0& : RPS) is found.
This is left for further research.
Galliër's construction [10] is now used to improve the results of the previous
section. The class êëiï of extended balanced schemes is obtained by relaxing
condition (2.1.1) from the définition of the class Jf. The class &' of e-limited
schemes is defined in terms of a certain acyclicity condition and it is shown
that EQ ( Jf' : RPS) is decidable. The class ê@' of extended e-limited schemes
is obtained by relaxing condition (2.1.1) from the définition of the class 0b'.
The class £&' contains properly the class M but it will also be shown that
every scheme in M' is equivalent to a scheme in 0&.

e-limited RPS's
The construction of the reduced DPDA associated with a scheme S given
in section 2. 3 can be used to study a class of schemes for which the
reduced DPDA's obtained are e-limited. Since every e-limited DPDA can be
transformed into an equivalent realtime DPDA, this reduces the équivalence
problem for such schemes to the équivalence problem for realtime strict
DPDA's, which is known to be decidable [21]. Such schemes, will be called
e-limited schemes. The following définitions are needed in order to define elimited schemes.
DÉFINITION
3.2: Let
S = (E, x)
be
a
trim
scheme,
with
I = ( c p 1 ( i ; 1 , . . . , t ) „ 1 ) = a 1 , ...9<pN(vl9...9vnN)
= OLN). T h e tail-recursion
graph
TL is defined as follows: The nodes of TL are all the nonterminals in $
having a tail-recursion occurrence in some oct, and there is an edge from (ptto cpy if and only if cp, has a tail-recursion occurrence in oct. The graph Gz is
defined as follows: lts nodes are all the nonterminals (pf having some occurrence which is not a tail-recursion, and there is an edge from cpf to cp^ if and
only if either the rule for <pf is of the form

q > i ( v l 9 . . . , v n ) = P [ u < - q>j{tl9

...,**_!, v m , tk+l9...9

tn)l
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tn are variables (hence q>j(tl9 ...,f k _ 1 ,

9f 0i> • • • > vHi) = p [M <- (Pr fov • • • » % ) 1 '
where cpr is a tail-recursion occurrence, there is a (possibly null) path in TL
from cpr t o some (pr, a n d the rule for <pf is

9/(»i, • • •, V ) = 8 [t> <- 9/('i, • • •, h-i> ^ **+1, • • •, Ql
where not all f s are variables.
DÉFINITION 3. 3: A System £ is e-limited if the graph G2 is acyclic. The
class of e-limited schemes is denoted by ^T, and the class êgft' of extended elimited schemes is obtained from &' by relaxing condition (2.1.1).

Remarks: It is obvious that every balanced scheme is e-limited, and there
are e-limited schemes that are not balanced. For example, the scheme 5 X :

is balanced, the scheme S2:
9 (vl9 v2) =f(vl9
}

\r(v1,v2)=f(vu\\f(v29v2))

is e-limited but not balanced, and the scheme 5 3
cp (vl9 v2) =f(vl9

<p (q> (v29 vx)9 vx))

is not e-limited.
Ho we ver, it can be shown that S2 is equivalent to a balanced scheme. This
property is true in gênerai, as we shall prove shortly.
THEOREM 3.4: If S is an e-limited trim scheme then, the reduced DPDA
RDPDA (S) accepting Brch(Sv) by empty store is e-limited.

Proof: First, since S is trim it is proper, and so, every push move or change
state move is followed by a read move (since the root of every tree is labeled
by a symbol in F). Hence, push moves and change state moves cannot
introducé unbounded chains of e-moves. To take care of e-moves, we proceed
by contradiction. Assume that for every n> 1, there is a string uv such that
((e, 0, /, 0), uv9 e) h* ((yl9 ml9 ï W i ) , v9 y, 8) h"((z,fc,0, k\ v, 5),
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where oc^ (y1) = vkv \ yx | = n, and where the séquence of n moves is a séquence
of pop moves. Then, since tail-recursion calls have been eliminated, we must
have:

and
(CFI> ™i> r\iJi),

Let z2r\l(k1)=y2,
transition

v, (z 2 , m 2 , r| 2 , j2)y2)

h ((z 2 r\x (fcx), m 2 , r | 2 , j 2 ) , t?, y 2 ).

and let aJ2(y2) = t;fe2. Similarly, for l ^ f ^ n , we obtain the

with a if (y i ) = t? k i ,^ + 1 = zI.+1TiI.(fc£), a i . + 1 (z I . +1 ) = cpm. and y n + 1 = e .
But then, note that we have a path

in the graph Gs. If n>N, this path must contain a cycle, contrary to the
assumption that the graph is acyclic. Hence, the length of séquences of
consécutive £-moves is bounded by Af, showing that the DPDA is e-limited.

D
COROLLARY

3. 5: The équivalence problem for e-limited schemes is decidable.

Proof. St is equivalent to S2 if and only if Brch(S\)=Brch(Sv2), if and
only if the reduced DPDA's RDPDAiSJ and RDPDA (S2) are equivalent.
By Theorem 3.4, RDPDAiSJ and RDPDA(S2) are e-limited, and so they
are equivalent to realtime DPDA's Dl and D2. But the équivalence problem
for realtime DPDA's is decidable [21,23], which concludes the proof. •
Let ^ dénote the class of realtime DPDA's accepting by final state. We
can state the following result.
PROPOSITION

3.6:

EQ (S@) ^ EQ (é@') g EQ {01)
and
EQ{£<%:RPS)^EQ

{g»:RPS)<,EQ(0l\DPDA).
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Proof: The proof follows from Corollary 2 . 3 . 3 since, given a scheme Sx
in g»\ RDPDAiSJ accepts PBrch(S\) by final state, and the argument of
Theorem 3.4 shows that RDPDAiSJ
is e-limited. •
We also state the following result.
PROPOSITION

3.7:

The proof is a modification of the proof of Theorem 3.3. It is omitted
since it is very technical and does not bring any new ideas. •
M. Oyamaguchi has proved that EQ(@:DPDA) is decidable [23]. Hence,
the équivalence problems mentioned in propositions 3.6 and 3.7 are all
decidable. We conclude by proving that every scheme in $' is equivalent to a
scheme in J*. Technically, we prove the following proposition.
PROPOSITION

3. 8: The classes M and ffl' define the same set of infinité trees.

Proof: Let S be a scheme in »\ The e-limited DPDA accepting Brch(Sy)
produced by Theorem 3.4 can be converted into an equivalent realtime
DPDA A by Theorem 11.7.3 of Harrison [15]. The canonical grammar GA
is realtime strict deterministic ([4], Theorem 2.2) generating a 7t-complete
language (for the canonical partition n on F U V whose équivalences classes
are {{i?}|i?e7} and {{fl9...,
fr(f)} \feF)}. Proposition 3.14 of Courcelle
[4] shows that GA is Ti'-complete deterministic for a partition TC' whose
restriction to F{J V is n. Hence, GA is isomorphic to Gram (SA), by [5] (proof
of Theorem 5.15) for some SA, and SA is balanced by Proposition 3 . 1 . Since
Brch (S v ) = N(A) = L (GA) = L (Gram (SA)) = Brch (SVA)
and S v is locally finite, SV = SVA (see Courcelle [5], Proposition 5.9). D
A direct transformation of a scheme in gft' into an equivalent one in ^
using neither grammars nor DPDA's would be of interest. However, we do
not know of such a transformation. We also conjecture that ê£ft and $$'
have the same power.
4. FTMTE-TURN AND ORDERED PROGRAM SCHEMES

Our purpose in this section is to characterize the following class of program
schemes:
j ^ ^ ^ t h e class of RPS's such that JDPDA(S) is finite-turn.
Since EQ(^^:DPDA)
is decidable [22], the équivalence problem for a
pair (S, 5r) of RPS's where S belongs to #'ZTÏf is decidable. Conversely, we
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shall give a direct construction

of the réduction EQ

DÉFINITION 4 . 1 : The flnite-turnproperty is defined for arbitrary computing
devices using computation séquences. A computation y is a séquence of moves
Y = < rnl9 m2, . . . , mk >. Each move m is of the form ID (- ID\ where ID and
ID' are instantaneous descritpions of the machine, bef o re and af ter the move
(typically, an ID is a triple (q,w,p), where g is the current state, u the
remaining input to be processed and P represents the storage configuration).
For simplicity of notation, a computation is denoted in string form as
y = w 1 . .. mfc. It is assumed that each move is either increasing, decreasing
or steady. Correspondingly, given a move m we let m = + if m is increasing,
m=—if ra is decreasing and m = e if ra is steady. A computation y = m 1 . . .
mk has profile y = ra1...rafce{ + , — }*. This word can be written in a unique
way as

with nx ^ 0 , h^. 1, n 2 , . . . , ^ - i ^ 1, ft/,^0. We say that the number of blocks
of 4-'s in y is the number of ups of y. Each i such that nt^0 and n/+ 1 T^O is
called a tara of y. The number of turns of y is at most h — 1 and at least

fc-3.
For a DPDA, a move m = (g, au, Z (3) h (/?, w, m (3) defined by a transition
8(q,a,Z)=(p,m)
is increasing if | m | ^ 2 , steady if | m | = l and decreasing if
|m = 0 (that is, m = e).
A DPDA is finite-turn if there exists a constant M such that every accepting
computation y [with starting ID (qOiu,Zo) and accepting ID (q,e,m)] makes
at most M turns (equivalently, there is a constant M' such that every such
computation has at most M' ups).
For a jump-DPDA, a move (q, au, m) h (q\ u, m') induced by a rule 8 (g, a, Z)
= (q\E,T) is defined as decreasing. Hence, a jump-DPDA is finite-turn if
and only if the DPDA that simulâtes it is finite-turn.
When defining finite-turn DPDA's we can require that ail computations
with starting ID (q09 u, Z o ) (even "hopeless") make at most M turns, as shown
in the following technical lemma.
LEMMA 4. V.The équivalence problem for finite-turn DPDA's reduces to the
équivalence problem for finite-turn DPDA's which accept by empty store and
are faithful.
Proof: Given a finite-turn DPDA A accepting L, one constructs a finiteturn DPDA A' which accepts L by empty store. By Lemma 1.1, A' can be
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transformed into an equivalent faithful DPDA A" accepting L by empty
store and which is also finite-turn. Since for any two DPDA's A and B,
A = B if and only if A" = B", the proof is complete. •
4.2: Let £ be a trim algebraic system with set Q> of nonterminal symbols and set F of base function symbols. Let R (L) be the set of
rules s -* u, with s, u terms in T(O, V) defined as follows:
For every rule q>(vl9..., vk) = u in S:
If ueT(O, F) then 9 ( 1 ^ , . . . , vk) -• u is in R (Z);
DÉFINITION

If w =f(u1, ..., uh) for some / e Fft, then each <p(v1 ..., v^-> ut, 1 g i ^ /i, is
in R(S) [note that wte T(0>, K)].
The O/-derivation relation associated with # ( £ ) is denoted by =>. Hence,
u

=>

1/

if and only if

M' = t [Wi/üj,..., Wfc/t;fc]

w= ( p ( w l 5 . . . , w

for some cp (vl9

...9vk)^>t

Each dérivation step u => u' as above can be viewed as a move u h M' of a
machine. A move is defined as

decreasing if te Vk,
steady if te<f>(V), where <&(V) dénotes the set of terms of the form cp(wl5
. . . , wk), with 9 G O and wt e V, and
increasing otherwise.
We will identify a dérivation u1 => u2 =>...=> uk and the corresponding
computation (wt h u2) (u2 h w 3 )... (wk_ x h uk).
DÉFINITION 4 . 3 : A program scheme S=(Z,x) where Z is trim and
xeT(<I>, V) is finite-turn if the number of turns in every dérivation ul =>u2
=>...=> uk is uniformly bounded. We say that S is finite-turn if and only if
(X, cp (i?l5 . . . , ür(<p))) is finite-turn for every cpeO.
The (easy) proof of the following lemma is legt to the reader.
LEMMA 4. 2:Let E be a trim algebraic system. If S is finite-turn then (L, x)
is finite-turn for every xeT(<I>, V). Conversely, if(L,x) is finite-turn and every
non-terminal cp occurs in some computation starting from i, then Z is finiteturn. •
In the sequel, we shall only consider algebraic Systems that are trim and
satisfy condition ( 2 . 1 . 1), that is, that r(f)^ 1 for all fsFKJO.
Recall from section 2.4 that a jump-DPDA JDPDA (S) can be associated
with any RPS 5, by encoding the éléments of T(<I>, V) as pushdown-store
words. This can be done in such a way that the séquence of rewrite steps
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u1 => u2 =>... => uk corresponds to the computation steps of the DPDA via
the encoding. The details of this construction can be found in Courcelle [3].
By examining this consstruction, one notices that the increasing, decreasing
and steady moves of JDPDA (S) correspond exactly to increasing, decreasing
and steady steps of => respectively. Hence, the following lemma holds.
LEMMA

turn.

4. 3: A trim RPS S is flnite-turn if and only if JDPDA (S) is finite-

•

Our next goal will be to give a decidable characterization of finite-turn
algebraic Systems.
DÉFINITION 4.4: Let Z be an algebraic system [trim and satisfying condition
(2.1.1) according to our previous assumption]. Let (p be a non-terminal
symbol of arity h. We say that cp is rational it, for every t such that (p(vl9.. .,
vk) =>* t,teVk \JQ>(Vk). If i is an integer, 1 ^ i ^ f e , (p is i-rational if, for every
t such that <p(vl9 . . . , vk) =>* t and vt e Var (t)9 then t e Vk U O (Vk).

( W e d é n o t e b y O ( V k ) the set of term s of the farm q>(vil9...9vim)9
m = r(<p\ l ^ / l 5 . . . ,
im^k).

cp e O ,

Recall that Ö dénotes the set {(pf | (p E O, l g i ^ / c } , where /c = r(cp). If
teT(<I), K) and ve F, Above(t,v) dénotes the set of symbols cp, such that t
has a subterm of the form (p(r 1 ? ..., rfc) and veVar(tt). In other words,
Above(t,v) is the set of symbols cpf such that there is a path from an
occurrence of (p to a leaf labeled by v in the i-th subtree rooted at this
occurrence of (p.
We say that t is rational with respect to v if (p is i-rational for every (pf in
Above (t, v).
It is clear that (p is rational if and only if it is i-rational for every i,
The following lemma is easily verified.
LEMMA 4.4: A tree t is rational with respect to v if and only if every
computation t=>*t' such that ï;eVar(t / ) has only steady and decreasing steps.

D
D É F I N I T I O N 4 . 5 : A s s u m e t h a t \ | / ( i ? l 5 . . . , vn)=>*<p(tl9
..., tk), with
VjeVarfjti). The pair (ij) ( l ^ i ^ / c , l^j^n)
is iterable for (^(t;^ . . . , vn),
q>(vl9 . . . , ffc)), if there exists a dérivation

such that i;tG Var(Sj).
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An algebraic System £ is ordered if there exists a preorder (a reflexive and
transitive relation) ^ on the set O of nonterminals such that, for every rule of
the form

(4.5.1) cprgvj/ and every symbol 0 e O occurring in tl9 . . . , tk is such that
9<\|/ (that is, 9g\|/ and \|/$9).
(4.5.2) If <p^\|/ (that is, cp^\|/ and x|/^(p) and (i, j) is iterable for
(\|/(i>l5 . . . , t;J, (p(tfl9 . . . , vk)) then tt is rational with respect to Vj.
The class of ordered schemes is denoted by (9M.
If we replace condition (4.5.2) by the following stronger (and simpler)
condition.
( 4 . 5 . 2') If (p = \|/, every 9 e O occurring in tl9 ..., tk is rational, we obtain
ultralinear Systems. The class of ultralinear schemes is denoted by ^j£f.
Most of the remainder of this section will be devoted to showing that
&&-&> = (!)&. We start with the "easy" direction.
LEMMA 4. 5: A finite-turn algebraic system is ordered.
Proof: Let £ be an algebraic system. Since it is assumed trim, for every (p
of arity k in 0, for each i, 1^/g/c, there exists a dérivation (p(vl9...9
vk) =>*v(. The preorder ^ on <fr is defined as follows:
cp ^ \|/ if and only if :
there exists a dérivation \|/(^i> • • • ? ^r(^)) => * ^ where (p occurs in t.
The above condition is equivalent to the existence of a dérivation of the
form

We say that cp = \|/ if and only if (p ^ \|/ and \|/ ^ (p, and that cp < v|/ if and only
if cp g \|/ but \|/ $ (p.
We now prove that (4.5.1) and (4.5.2) hold. Let

be a rule in R(T). By définition of ^ , (p^\|/. For every symbol 9e<ï> occurring
in rl9 . . . , tk, we also have 9:g\|/. We have to show that \|/^6. For the sake
of contradiction, assume that Q(t'l9... 9 t'h) is a subtree of ti for some Ï and
that there exists a dérivation
y:
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In order to simplify the présentation, let us introducé the following notation:
For a dérivation
y:

tt

=> t2

=>...=>

tn9

with tl9 t2, .. •, tneT(®, Vk) and û a /c-tuple in T(<ï>, V)k, the dérivation
*iM

=> * 2 M

=> . . .

=> tn[û]

is denoted by y [u\.
For we T(<D, Kk) and T=(tl9 . . . , tfe) £ T(<D, F)k, w[t l9 . . . , tk] is abbreviated
by w.t and (u x . ^ . . . , un. t) by û. t, where ü = (ul9 . . . , un). Since the opération
. is associative, parentheses are omitted in expressions like u.w.ï. Note that

(y[iï\)[t]-y[û.ïl
Going back to the proof, we have a dérivation:
y':

Y [**]

(2)

where M- = M£[ti, . . . , t i ] = ul-[t/], It makes at least one turn since part (1) is
increasing and part (2) contains decreasing steps [since 9 ( t i , . . . , ^ ) is a
subterm of t j . This dérivation can be "iterated" as follows: one can build a
dérivation
y" 1 :

y\r(vu...,vn)

=>* \ | / M
Y'

=>*
Y' [«']

^[t?1]

=>*

...

^*

\|/[t?ï.

y' [Ï7 7 ]

The dérivation y/n clearly makes at least n turns. But then, £ is not finite-turn,
a contradiction. Having established (4.5.1), let us now consider (4. 5. 2).
If (4.5.2) does not hold, then cp^\|/ and there is a 0 p in Above (t^vj),
where (i, j) is iterable in the dérivation

and 0 is not /7-rational.
There exists a tree s in T(O, Fk) but not in 0>(Vk) U F k such that
0(t;1, . . ., vh)

=>* s

and i;p e Var (s).
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Hence the following computation makes at least one turn (for some appropriate 5'):
Ô":

Q(vl9

...,vj

=>* s
Ô

^*

vp.

5'

Let us define computations as follows:

T[2 :

(p(t; l5 . . . , t; k )=>*\|/(ü)

r| 3 :

Uj=>*vi9

abbreviating (tl9 . . ., tk) as Tand (ul9 . . ., u„) as ü;
r|4:

9(1;!, . . ., vk)

=>* vt.

The term tt has a sub term of the form 6(ti, . . . . Q, and we have computations:
r| 5 : tt

=>* 6(?)
r|6:

where
t;

=>*

F = (r;, . . ., t'h\
Vj.

The computation
y:

^ ( Ü ! , . . . , vn)

=>* cp[F]

=>_* \|/[ü.F]

can be iterated and gives for all m ^ 1:

Using r|x [(ü. F)m] followed by r| 4 [F. (w. F)m], we obtain:
\|/[(Ü.F)m]

=>* ^.(w.F)m.

Let yr be the following computation:
^..(ü.F)

=>

9[F.(t7.F)]

n5[«ï]

=^_*

tp.(w.F)

ô"[u.f]

=>
ti6[«-

It makes at least one turn since o'' does. Then, we get
f,.(i7.ï)m
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which makes at least m — l turns. Since m is arbitrary, S is not finite-turn, a
contradiction. This shows that (4.5.2) holds, and complètes the proof. •
In order to prove the converse, namely that (901 is a subset of J ^ ^ y , we
need some auxiliary définitions and lemmas.
DÉFINITION 4.6: Given an ordered System 2 with preorder ^ and équivalence = on <D, let us define relations -< and « on Ö as follows:

j if a n d o n l y

if < p ^ \ | / a n d t h e r e

exists

tl9 ...,tk

such

that

(vl9 . . ., vn) =>* cp (tl9 . . ., tk) and t^e Var{t-)\
9 i «\|/ / if and only if cpt^<\|/j and
9I--<\|// if (pt<\\fj and ^-Kcp,-.
It is obvious that -< is a preorder.
LEMMA

4.6: Let ^\f(vi9 . . ., vn) -• t be a rule in R (£), with t = cp (t1? . . ., tk

(1) I f ( p t e A b o v e

( t , Vj) t h e n q> £ -<\|/y. I f Q p e A b o v e

( t t , Vj) f o r s o m e i9 l ^ f ^

(2) /ƒ (pt- « y\fj then tx is rational w. r. r.
Proof: (1) If (pteAbove(t, Vj) then

with VjG Var(tt). By (4. 5.1), (p^\|/ and so 9,--<\|f/.
If 0 p e ^boz;e (f£, ÜJ) then

with i^e Far(Mp). By (4.5.1), 0<v|/ and so 9p-<\|/J.. Now, if 9 p «\|/j then 0^v|/,
which would contradict (4.5.1). Hence
p j
(2) Assume 9I-«\|//. This implies cp^\|/. In order to apply (4.5.2) it is
sufficient to show that (1,7) is iterable for (\|/(rl9 . . ., vn), q>(vl9 . . ., pk)).
But this follows from the définition of ^< and « . Q
Let y : t1 => t 2 =>. . . => tn be a computation. Let L/(y) dénote the number
of ups in y. For rGT(O,'F) and y e F, let U(t, v) dénote the least upper
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bound of the numbers U(y) for all computations y : t=>*v. This least upper
bound may be +00, an integer or — 00 if there is no computation as above
[i.e. if v$ Var (t)].
LEMMA 4.7:t/(r, v)< + 00 for all t e T(<D, V) and

veV.

Proof: The result follows from the following observations:
Observation 1: U(t, v)^0 if t is rational w. r. t. v (this follows from Lemma
4.4).
Observation 2: U (y, v) = 0 if y = v, U(y, v) = — 00 if yeV,

y^v.

Observation 3: Let us abbreviate U(<p(vl9 . . ., i?B), t;f) as (7(cp, i). Then,
, . . ., O , tO = Max{l/(q>, 0
with the following rules for + :
+ oo + t; = i;+oo = +oo,
iH—00=— 00+1?= — 00,

for
for

ve{0,

1, . . . } U

f G { 0 , 1, . . . } U { +ûo, — 00 },

and u +1? is defined as usual otherwise.
Observation 4: (7(t, i;)< 4-00 if [/((p, i)< +°o for all (p,G Above (t, 1;).
Observation 5: Let y : \|/(ul5 . . ., fn)=>*fJ be a computation and let
ul9 . . ., un be rational w. r. t, xfc. Let y' be a computation

the first half of which being y[w1? . . ., un]. Then, C7 (y') = U" (y). D
We will also need the following technical définitions.
4.7: Given an ordered system S, a rule \|/(ül5 . . ., vn)->t in
^ ( Z ) is of type I if, for ail 0 occurring in t, 0<\|/ (this is the case in particular
if teVn). It is of type II if t = q>(tl, . . ., tk) and cp^\|/ [see (4.5.2)].
For a computation y, we define l/ + (y) as U(y) if the profile of y begins
with + , and as 1 H- U (y) if the profile of y is empty or begins with —. The
effect of such a définition is that U+ (ray)= U+ (y) if m is a steady or
increasing move. U+ (t, v) is defined as the least upper bound of the set of
U+ (y)'s such that some computation y : t =>* v exists, and as — 00 otherwise.
DÉFINITION

LEMMA 4 . 8 : If a trim algebraic system [satisfying ( 2 . 1 . 1 ) ] is ordered,
it is finit e-turn.

Proof: It is sufficient to show that L/(cp, ï)< +00, for all cpfeÖ.
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The case of rational symbols is taken care of by Observation 1. Otherwise,
it suffices to establish the statement for all the éléments of a class [cpj of the
équivalence %, using it as an induction hypothesis assumed to hold for all
\\fj such that \|/y<(Pi (This will be called the induction hypothesis).
Let <€ be such a class and let \|/ 7 e^. Let a be the least upper bound of the
set of numbers U+ (r, Vj) for all t such that \|/(yl5 . . ., vn) -> t is a rule of
R (E) of type I for some ij/, e (€. By observations 3 and 4 and by the induction
hypothesis, a< + oo. Let also b be the least upper bound of the set of values
of the form

for all q>i<tyj and all rules ty(vl9 . . ., vn) -• cp(t1? . . ., *k) of R(Z) of type II
for some \|/y6#. Once again, the induction hypothesis, property (4.5.1) and
observations 3 and 4 show that b< + oo.
Claim: If \|/,.e#, then L/+ (v|/, j)^Max

{a, b}.

Proof of Claim: Every computation \\f(vx, . . ., vn)=>*Vj starts with a certain number of applications of rules of type II. Let m be this number. We
perform an induction on m (called the inner induction, as opposed to the
induction on -<).
Case m = 0:
f:

xK^i, • • ., vn) => t

=>* Vj

and the first rule is of type I. But then, U+ (y)^U+ (t,

v^a.

Case m=m''+1:
y :

ty(vl9

. . ., vn)

=> cp(t1? . . ., tk)

=>* Vj.

The first part of y is an application of a rule of type II and its second part
can be written as:
Y' : c p ( r l 5 . . . 9 t k )

=>* tt

=>* Vj,

where the first computation is y' [t l5 . . ., t k ], with y' the computation
cp(i?j_, . . ., ^ ) = > * ^ and the second computation is called y'/. There are two
subcases:
(1) (p^vj/j and tt is rational w. r. t. t;7-. By Observation 5, U(y") = U(y')
and similarly for U+. On the other hand, U+ (y')^Max {a, 6}, by the inner
induction hypothesis. Hence,

U+(y)=U+(y")^Max{a, b}.
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(2) cp^il/,, Then,
U+ (y") = l / + ( / h , . . . , tk]) + tf (YiO = U+ (y

Hence, C/+ (y) = L/+ (y")^b. This concludes the inner induction.

•

This concludes the main induction and the proof of Lemma 4.8.

•

The following is obtained as a corollary.
PROPOSITION 4.9: A trim algebraic system is finite-turn if and only if it is
ordered. Furthermore, this is a decidable property.

Proof: The fact that ^$~Sf = (9@ follows from Lemma 4.5 and Lemma
4. 8. One can décide whether a symbol (p is rational w. r. t. vi9 and since there
are only finitely many preorders on <ï>, the existence of a preorder satisfying
(4.5.1) and (4.5.2) can be tested. •
LEMMA 4 . 1 0 : Given a finite-turn

yields a schme SA in

D P D A A, the construction

of section 2 . 5

PPSf.

Proof: Let us review how steps 1 to 4 of the réduction recalled in section
2.5 apply to finite-turn DPDA's. Let A be a finite-turn DPDA accepting
the language L o by final state,. We can construct a faithul DPDA Al
accepting the prefix-free language L = L0$ by empty store and which is
faithful, by combining the standard construction with Lemma 1.1 of [4],
These constructions preserve the finite-turn property of the DPDA's to which
they are applied.
The construction of [4] recalled in step 2 of 2. 5 yields a DPDA A2 which
is also finite-turn and such that N(A2) = L. In steps 3 and 4 of 2. 5, we recall
how a RPS SA = ÇLA9 cp^O^)) can be constructed from A2 in such a way
that Brch(SvA) = Lv1. Our next goal is to establish that SA is finite-turn.
Let y be a computation of SA:

By the method in which HA is associated with A29 every right-hand side t in
a rule s -> t in R (LA) is a tree all branches of which have the same length
denoted by h{t). It follows that ul9 u2, . . ., um have the same property (by
an easy induction on m). Moreover, a unique computation yr of A2 of the
form
(q0, x, Z o ) h (ql9 xl9 wt) h. . . h (qm, xm9 wm) h (q\ e, e)
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corresponds to y, and | wt| = h(ut) — 1 for all i, l ^ i ^ m .
Hence, y and y' have exactly the same profile. Since A2 is fini te-turn, so is

SA- •
If one starts with two DPDA's A and B, where A is finite-turn and B is
arbitrary, the above constructions reduce the equality L(A) = L(B) to the
equality SVA = S^, that is, to the équivalence of two RPS's one of which (SA)
is finite-turn.
THEOREM 4.11: The équivalence problem EQ(^^^
: RPS) is decidable.
Futhermore, given a finite-turn DPDA A, the construction of section 2. 5 yields
a scheme SA which is finite-turn.

Proof: By Lemma 4.3, EQ (&F<f : RPS)^EQ ( # ' F : DPDA). The decidabity of EQ(^^~ : DPDA) has been shown in Oyamaguchi et al. [22,
Theorem 2]. The second part of the Theorem is Lemma 4.10. •
COROLLARY

is decidable.

4. 12: The équivalence problem for ultralinear algebraic Systems
•

Open Question: Find a direct transformation that, given a finite-turn
DPDA's A yields an ultralinear system SA such that, for any two finite-turn
DPDA's A and B, L(A) = L{B) iff SA = SB.
We shall now improve corollary 4.12 by introducing the class of quasiultralinear Systems which properly includes the class of ultralinear Systems
but is actually not stronger (in the sense that for every quasi-ultralinear
system, there is an equivalent ultralinear system).
DÉFINITION 4. 8: Let E be a trim algebraic system with set of nonterminals
O. An element (peO is bounded if the set of te T(O, Vk) such that

(pO?!, . . ., Vk) =>* t
is finite.
The subset <I>b ü <I> of bounded symbols can be effectively determined. Every
rational symbol is bounded. Let O„fc = O — <Db. For any subset Œ'g Onb, we
shall dénote as A/^O', Vfc) the set of éléments teT(<I>, Kfc), every branch of
which contains only symbols in Q>' U <Db with at most one symbol of Q>'.
We say that E is quasi-ultralinear if there exists a preorder ^ on O such
that for every rule (p(yl9 . . ., vk) -> t in R(L), with (peOnb:
(4.8.1) Either every symbol \|/ occurring in t is such that \|/<(p, or
(4.8.2) t does not satisfy (4.8.1) and belongs to N ^ , Fk), where
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PROPOSITION 4.13: Let E be a quasi-ultralinear system with set of nonterminals <1>. One can build an ultralinear system E' with set of nonterminals Q>' such
that O g O ' and (S, (p(vl9 . . ., vk)) and (E', <p(vl9 . . ., vk)) are equivalent
for all (pe<I>. Hence, the équivalence problem for quasi-ultralinear Systems is
decidable.

Sketch of Proof: The idea is to replace certain yerms of T(<t>b, V) by new
symbols in order to eliminate "small turns". Since the proof is long and
technical, it is omitted. [J
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